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Pedestals & decking sub-base
BERA introducing the State-of-the-Art and easy to install ranges of pedestals including a comprehensive
subbase system, made of durable aluminium, creating the rot-free, bend-free, twist-free and weather
resistant terrace.
This European terrace subbase system allows the professional contractor to create the highest quality of
decking and terraces and reduce cost since the system reduces the amount of pedestals required. The
aluminium system is fast and easy to install. It has virtually no screw connections and includes the option
for creation of steps and ramps.
BERA Terrace Systems are suitable for gardens, around swimming pools and on roofs. Designed and
manufactured by professionals, for professionals.
BERA height adjustable pedestals for decking and (ceramic)
tiles are made of the highest quality of polypropylene and
are fully recyclable. Range from 11mm only upto 470mm. All
pedestals are manufactured in accordance with European
regulations for roof application with large basis to carry the
load. Optionally available are slope correctors, compensation
disc and noise impact protection pads.

BERA Aluminimum subbase systems are
available for low height (system A) and
high duty applications. A comprehensive
assortment of profiles, crossbars, connectors
(for straight or angled position) is provided for.

Steps and ramps was never easier and faster. The system allows you to eliminate all traditional work that had to
be done in the past. The BERA subbases system is ready for all your steps and ramps!

Please contact your nearest dealer of BERA for detailed
information on how we can assist you to install the best terrace
you have ever seen before. Within a relative short time, you will
exceed the customer’s expectations.
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